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Introduction
Differential pressure sensors are common in the process industry and cover a variety of applications. To understand what a
differential pressure sensor is, it becomes important to put it in contrast to other pressure measurement types. The most
common types of pressure measurement are absolute, gauge and differential.
Gauge Pressure: Gauge pressure is the
pressure difference in reference to
barometric (or atmospheric) pressure as
showing in figure 1. This is the most
common pressure measurement type in
industry today.
Absolute Pressure: Absolute pressure is
when zero pressure is referenced to
absolute vacuum as shown in figure 1. This
is done by pulling a very hard vacuum,
achieving as close to absolute zero as
possible, and then referencing the zero of
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the sensor to that vacuum point. Often
absolute sensors utilize a gauge sensor and
a barometric sensor and calculate the absolute pressure by subtracting the barometric pressure from the gauge pressure.
Differential Pressure: Differential pressure (DP) can be independent of the atmospheric and absolute pressures. It is the pressure
difference between two applied pressures and as shown in figure 1. These sensors are very useful in determining the pressure
difference between two places or systems and are often used in flow calculation, filtering, fluid level, density, and viscosity.
So now that we've reviewed the different pressure types and we know what differential pressure is and how it compares to other
pressure measurement types. Now, we can consider how we calibrate a DP sensor and some of the challenges associated with
calibration of DP sensors. First, let's start with the challenges.

Common Challenges in Calibrating DP Sensors
Producing a stable, controlled pressure – to have a meaningful measurement for calibration we must be able to have stable
pressure generation from a pressure source, such as a pump or a controller. DP sensors can be very sensitive, so a solution that
will produce and hold a stable pressure is very important. Also, the pump or controller needs to have sufficient resolution to be
able to exactly generate the desired pressure points. Producing a stable, controlled pressure with high resolution is often a
challenge because many pump solutions rely on check valves, or non-returning valves, within the pump as their main point of

stability. These check valves are prone to leaks over time and use and are often the source of frustration when trying to hold
highly stable pressures for a DP sensors calibration.
Temperature effects – Possibly the largest challenge to calibrating DP sensors has to do with the impact of the environmental
temperature on the DP sensor and the calibration standards. Because many DP sensors are measuring very low full scale (FS)
pressures, a small change in temperature can amount to a very noticeable change in pressure. This change in temperature often
equates to constant instability in both the sensor being tested and the calibration standard (both reference gauge and pump).
Changing atmospheric pressure – Several DP sensor manufacturers recommend the calibration be performed with the reference
port (or low port) be open to atmosphere. The challenge with this requirement is that throughout a calibration, the atmospheric
pressure is constantly changing which influences the stability and repeatability of the calibration results.

Methods of Calibration
Example 1 – Using an ADT901 pump, ADT681 DP reference gauge with the DUT's reference port open to
atmosphere
Required Equipment:
 Low pressure calibration pump (such as
the Additel 901 or 912 pump)
 Device under test
 Reference DP Gauge (such as the Additel
681 DP or 672 DP series)
 Lines and fittings to connect from the
gauges to the pump
Connection (See figure 2)
 Both the high ports of each gauge are
connected into the calibration pump
 The reference or low ports of each gauge
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are left open to atmosphere
 Ensure the DUT is in the proper orientation (typically vertical or horizontal)
Procedure
 Depending on the DUT, you may need to exercise the gauge multiple times to its full scale.
 Ensure the vent valve is open to the ADT901 and zero both the reference gauge and the DUT (assuming the DUT is a
digital gauge that requires regular zeroing).
 Close the vent valve to the ADT901 and proceed to the next calibration points and record the data when the
measurement is stable.
 Typically, 3-5 calibration points are taken both upward then downward so as to determine hysteresis.
Pros: This method is inexpensive and the set up is easy.
Cons: You'll need to account for barometric pressure and temperature changes throughout the test. Depending on the
environmental conditions this can produce very unstable measurements. This is the least accurate method for calibration of DP
sensors.

Example 2 – Using an ADT901 pump, ADT681 DP reference gauge with the DUT's reference ports connected
together

Required Equipment:
 Low pressure calibration pump (such as the Additel 901 or 912)
 Device under test
 Reference DP Gauge (such as the Additel 681 DP or 672 DP series)
 Lines and fittings to connect from the gauges to the pump and the gauges together
Connection (see figure 3)
 Both high ports of each gauge are connected into the calibration pump.
 The reference or low ports of each gauge are connected together.
 Ensure the DUT is in the proper orientation (typically vertical or horizontal).
Note: In this method pressure is generated on both the high and low pressure lines and the DP is measured by the
reference gauge. Depending on the DP range required the 912 maybe the best solution to reach the full scale of the DUT.
Procedure
 Depending on the DUT, you may need to exercise the gauge multiple times to its full scale
 Recording the zero point may vary depending on the type of DUT. If the DUT is a digital gauge, then keep the reference
gauge and the DUT reference ports connected together and zero both gauges. If the DUT is an analog gauge that doesn't
require a regular zero, then disconnect both reference ports and leave them open to atmosphere to zero the gauges.
After recording the zero point connect both the reference ports together and proceed through the calibration.
 Close the vent valve to the ADT901 and proceed to the next calibration points and record the data when the
measurement is stable.
 Typically, 3-5 calibration points are taken both upward then downward so as to determine hysteresis.
Pros: This method is inexpensive and better accounts for atmospheric pressure changes throughout the test. The stability at each
point is improved from the first example.
Cons: The set up is more complicated than the first example and temperature effects can potentially have a larger impact than the
first example because we have a sealed system with the low (reference) lines being connected.
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Example 3 – Using the ADT761-LLP or ADT761for automated calibration

D

Required Equipment:
 ADT761-LLP or ADT761-D
 Device under test
 Lines and fittings to connect the DP gauge to the
ADT761
Connection (see figure 4)
 Connect the high port of the DP gauge to the
OUTLET port of the ADT761.
 Connect the low port of the DP gauge to the REF
port of the ADT761.
 Ensure the DUT is in the proper orientation
(typically vertical or horizontal).
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Procedure
 Depending on the DUT, you may need to exercise the gauge multiple times to its full scale.
 Program in a task and run an automated test with the ADT761 which will automatically generate the pressure, stabilize
the measurement, and allow for the DP gauge reading to be recorded.
 Typically, 3-5 calibration points are taken both upward then downward and the ADT761 will automatically calculate the
hysteresis and display the test results with pass/fail criteria.
Pros: This method is fully- or semi-automated depending on the DUT. Measurements are controlled and stability is ensured by the
ADT761 controller. The ADT761 is much less influenced by changes in temperature and barometric pressure than the previous
examples. Results are automatically displayed and calculated. The ADT761 can calibrate pressure gauges and transmitters.
Cons: The equipment is more costly than the previous examples.

Equipment Information and Comments
DP sensor calibration can be quite challenging particularly if the calibration must be performed in an uncontrolled environment.
The Additel 901 and 912 pumps contain a thermal isolated chamber which greatly helps with temperature control when
generating pressure. The ADT901 and 912 pumps also utilize patented screw press technology which allows for very sensitive
pressure adjustment and removes the need for a check valve which is often the source of instability. Because of these key
qualities the ADT901 and 912 pumps are great solutions for DP sensor calibrations.
The ADT681 DP series and ADT672 DP series both provide accurate differential pressures with a variety of pressure ranges to
choose from. The ADT681 measures pressure only, whereas the ADT672 series can be used to measure current, voltage, a
pressure switch and a transmitter.
The Additel 761 Automated Pressure Calibrator series employs precision control and state-of-the-art sensor technology to provide
accurate stable measurements for DP sensors. Each unit contains two temperature-compensated sensors ranged to pressures that
cover typical DP sensor ranges. The Automated Pressure Calibrator series has a built-in electric pump for complete pressure
generation without the use of a gas supply or AC power. This series of calibrators operate with full procedure creation and result
documentation to fully- or semi-automate the sensor calibration and result reporting for calibration of gauges, transmitters,
transducers, and pressure switches.

Application Video
Our application video will demonstrate the steps used in this application note on pressure switch testing.
Click here to see the application video.

We hope you found this application note to be helpful. For more information please contact us (PH: 1-714-998-6899, E:
sales@additel.com) or visit us on the web at www.additel.com

